
TAWONGA BETTER PLACES SURVEY RESULTS (101 completed online, 31 written)

Do you support the proposed location of the road crossing on the Kiewa Valley Highway (outside the Old Tawonga Store)?
Response If not, what would you like to see changed in this part of the design?
No I would like to see an on side car park opposite toilets at the top of the present old road entrance cement.
No Position is not good. Too close to the local businesses where parking for elderly or disabled is compromised. Parking is already difficulty.

No
Move the pedestrian outstands and park entrance north along the highway, thus vehicles can park in front of the store and directly opposite as they presently do. 
By moving the pedestrian outspends north (and park entrance) they integrate with school bus service and new car parks and paths.

No As a senior citizen I appreciate the availability of parking space directly outside the store
No North of the store
No Close the current park entrance and move the road crossing north on KVH connecting with bus stops on new park up to toilets and car park

No Move it north along the highway and ensure all abilities access to the park area i.e. ramp of suitable grade. Don't want to loose parking in front of the store!
No
No

No Close current park entrance, move crossing north on KVH. Not outside the store to connect bus stops, new park entrance and new path to toilets and carpark.

No Narrowing down the through highway would cause congestion for passing B-Doubles, semis, concrete truckers etc. It would be best left open as it is now.

No

Move the crossing North along KVH to connect the bus stops. Close the current path entrance to the Park and do a new entrance and path with a barrier to 
prevent children running straight out onto the Highway. Unless it is a designated "zebra crossing" there is no legal reason for motor vehicles to 'give way' to 
pedestrians even if they are crossing at the designated crossing.

No
Close the current park entrance. Move the road crossing north on the Kiewa Valley Highway connecting with the bus stops and new park entrance and a new 
path up to the toilets and on-site car parking

No
Road crossing should be moved closer to the new parking area behind Scout Hall site. No need to narrow the road.  Visibility is excellent.  OR. Crossing could also 
be put outside the Tawonga Hall. More helpful for community events held at the Hall and car parking across the road. Either way visibility could hardly be better.

No Move the crossing north towards the Hall.
No

No Put the crossing further north on the highway, close to the bus stop with new park entrance and new path to toilets and carpark. Close the current park entrance
No Move crossing to parking entry so as to retain parking spaces near store/post office. Plan for locals not just tourists.

No
We would prefer the crossing to be moved further North not in front of the store. I noted this at an original meeting. The ramp should finish closer to the 
driveway to the carpark

No

IF a road crossing was deemed necessary, it should be located at the new park entrance/bus stop. Local people need easy access to mail collection. Passing traffic 
especially delivery and trades people need to stop for refreshment. Store owners need the trade. traditionally the stop is a drop in stop for locals. There is plenty 
of clear view along the road both ways for safe crossing. 

No
A lot of elderly and delivery vehicles park where the crossing is intended. I would prefer the crossing where the bus stop and bench seat is located near the next 
block of land near the Albury side of the shop  

Yes
No Move or cancel crossing altogether
No A new car park entrance north of the KVH connecting bus stop
No Move it north
No Move the crossing north of the Kiewa Valley Highway to the bus stop. A new path to the toilets and car park
No Move road crossing north connecting with bus stops
No Constricting the road in front of the store will increase risk for large vehicles entering/exiting onto the highway
No Between Hall and Shop
No Reduce angle of the path. Kids on bike going down the existing slope is precarious with younger kids
No Move Northwards
No not directly outside the store. perhaps at the bus stop

No

This crossing needs to be WELL AWAY from right outside the Tawonga Store.   This is not helpful at all to the community wanting access to our local store.   This 
will deter people, local and visitors,  In pulling up to go to the store.   This crossing should be either to the northside or southside of the store.  Our Tawonga  
Store has been here for a very long time, servicing our community, and  council need to respect this, and not come along and put in a crossing right outside the 
store,  taking up valuable car park area,  especially for the   Postal truck and also deliveries.  If this entails having to put in footpaths to accommodate , so be it.    
Please do NOT put this  crossing outside the store,  that will disadvantage not only the owners of the store, but the entire community.   We are all for making our  
community a better p,ace to live in,  but this idea is not in that plan for sure.      

No Apparently there will be a loss car space outside the Store with this plan
Yes
No Move the crossing north to bus stop/hall area

No I’d like to see the crossing slightly down in front of the current Scout Hall to avoid blocking off the front of Tawonga Store eg. where the mail truck parks

No
I support the general area of the crossing, but suggest moving the park entrance to in front of the scout hall and including the crossing there. I don’t support a 
crossing any further down the highway eg. In front of the Tawonga Hall.

No Moved further north, towards Tawonga Hall.

No
this crossing would affect the parking out the front of the old tawonga store, is there another way we can have both? More parking nearby the store and still safe 
access to the store? Many local groups and residents pop by to the shop each day and it can get very busy and limit parking. 

No Needs to be further North
Yes

No
Close the current park entrance.  Move the road crossing North on KVH, connecting with the bus stop, a new Park entrance and a new path up to the toilets and 
on site car park

No
Close the current park entrance. Move the road crossing north on KVH, connecting with the bus stops, a new park entrance and a new path up to the toilets and 
onsite car park. 



Yes

No

Relocate the park entrance to the North and move the crossing to coincide with the entrance. This will also align with the bus stops and allow easier transfer from 
new car park to the Tawonga  Hall . This will also discourage children from running across from the playground area to the Old Tawonga Store to get their "treat" 
after playing.

No

The crossing really isn't needed, but if it has to be, definetely NOT right outside the Store. Crossing and reduced carparks would be an absolute "killer" for the 
Store, which is run by a young couple, working long hours to make ends meet. This crossing outside would be the end of their business. It should be put a 
reasonable distance from the shop either north or safe, for safe crossing and entry to the park. Most people would still not use it anyway. If cars want to pull up 
and park near the shop to cross to go over to the park, they would be taking up valuable parking for the customer wanting to duck into the shop quickly,and 
would probably continue on down to Beauty. Delivery vehicles need to be able to pull up as close as possible, especially in bad weather, without making their job 
more difficult with a crossing there and reduced parking. Reducing the road width is not neccesary either, just making it more dangerous. Please do NOT do this 
for the community, it is a very bad decision. 

No
Make the road through Tawonga 40Klms per hour and there won't be a need for another crossing half of the Highway through town is 40Klms now when school 
kids are entering and leaving

No

Make it safe to accomodate all residents - farming machinery has to safely navigate the Kiewa valley Highway, as no other road alternative to travel through 
Tawonga, esp important during harvest time.  Current proposal for crossing could be moved from outside the general store, to outside the present scout hall, so 
people still have access to the park - a path running parallel to the road, to stop children running straight onto the road and would still allow cars, mail truck 
,delivery vans to safely park outside the store.

No
Close the current Park entrance.  Move the road crossing north on KVH, connecting with the bus stops, a new Park entrance and a new path up to the toilets and 
on-site carpark.

Yes
No Move the crossing North closer to the hall where people need it more.
Yes

No
Close the current Park entrance. Move the road crossing north on KVH, connecting with the bus stops, a new Park entrance and a new path up to the toilets and 
on- site car park

No Move entrance North to allow safe access to Old Tawonga Store and Post Office
Yes
Yes
No Either nothing or a normal zebra pedestrian crossing

No

I have concerns of young children running down the ramp and the stairs and straight onto the road. There has been no provision of deflective barrier to make the 
younger people to stop and look before crossing. Solution:  move the bus stop further North  and install the crossing in the area of the current bus stop with 
access from the ramp and stairs. This would allow the younger people to think about what they are doing before safely crossing the road.

No

To ensure access for those who are physically challenged, retain parking directly in front of the store. Move the proposed crossing north on the KVH where it will 
be closer to the proposed car park. I realise this will require a new entrance to the park and pathway to the facilities but I feel that these residents particularly 
need easy access to the store/post office. 

No
Connecting directly to the Stor is a great idea - except for the store. Customer parking, deliveries and postal service will be impacted with the crossing in this 
position. Further north would be appropriate

No

No

Move the crossing to the north near the bus stops and include a new path from that point to the park. Remove the existing path that is directly opposite the 
shop.   The planned position will not allow the elderly and less mobile to park directly outside the shop. It will also remove convenient parking for delivery 
vehicles.  

No Move to the north where road is wider
Yes
Yes
Yes
No I would like it to go away from the front of the old Tawonga store. Closer to the proposed car park entrance. 
No Don’t put one in
No Put in slightly north of the store
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No Just do not have a crossing

No
Close the current park entrance. Move the road crossing north on KVH, connecting with the bus stops,a new park entrance and a new path up to the toilets and 
on site car park         

No Move it north so as to not make the outside of the store inaccessible to vehicle parking.  

No

Putting the road crossing there is safe and easy for pedestrians to access the park and cross the road safely but if you put the crossing there people who want to 
quickly run into Tawonga Store have to park their vehicles a certain distance away from the crossing making it more inconvenient for them. My suggestion is 
maybe moving the crossing closer towards the community hall so that way it is close to the shop and park but it will still allow vehicles to park close. It also makes 
it safer for the children who travel by bus.    

No Stupid, bloody stupid. Need access for disabled to get out of the car in front of the store, even if it means waiting a few minutes

No

There is absolutely no need for a pedestrian crossing in Tawonga. Pedestrians can see an estimated 1 km in each direction giving them ample time to cross safely. 
The elderly require close access to the store as does the freight truck and all the tradies who just drop in quickly- putting a pedestrian crossing there would 
seriously impinge on the stores trade. Improvement does not necessarily mean change. Any additional traffic ( though highly unlikely) created by the pump track 
can, as first mentioned, cross safely using their eyes and common sense.

No
Close the current park entrance and move the crossing north on the highway, connecting bus stops and a new park entrance and path up to the toilets and on 
site car park. 

No
Keep the parking in front of the store because there are more older people who need to get out of their cars in front of the store than walk (read limp/hobble) 
from a distance. Young ones dont realise how hard it is until they get to older years so they dont care.

No
Close the current Park entrance. Move the road crossing north on KVH, connecting with the bus stops, a new Park entrance and a new path up to the toilets and 
on- site car park

No
Close the current Park entrance. Move the road crossing north on KVH, connecting with the bus stops, a new Park entrance and a new path up to the toilets and 
onsite car park



Move the crossing north to link up to connect with the bus stop. Do not hinder  the parking access to the store.

No
Close  the current  Park entrance.  Move the road crossing north  on KVH connecting with the bus stops,a new Park  entrance and  a new path up to the toilets  
and on-site car park

No
Close the current Park entrance. Move crossing north on Kiewa Valley Hwy, connecting with bus-stops, a new Park entrance and a new path up to the toilets and 
on-site car park.

No

The failure of Council to tie together the plans for the Taw. Mem. Hall to the ABP project has resulted in a ad hoc approach to road safety and traffic crossings. No 
parking at the Hall means car parking in the park is an excellent alternative, BUT people parking in the park will NOT traipse up and down the proposed paths to 
cross the highway at the store when they want to go to the hall. Especially 3yo playgroup mothers. Logic dictates that there should be a crossing that suits both 
the hall and the park. ABP plans could easily be altered to closing the current entrance and relocating it further to the north so it provides a crossing point for hall 
or park users. 

No Needs to be further towards wodonga
Yes
No Move it further down the highway. We Need car parks in front of the store.,

No

 Little to no parking in front of Old Tawonga Store/Postoffice. Collection and placing of heavy boxes, parcels directly into or out of the vehicle limited. Tawonga 
does not have postal delivery so parcel collection and delivery restricted. Move access towards bus stop so that it provides link to hall and bus stop. Important for 
hall access from proposed car park for large community events and funerals.

No Move crossing further north on KVH closer to bus stops and make it a zebra/pedestrian priority crossing ie, safer for children to use
No Move it back away from the store towards Wodonga more
No Have the crossing further towards the Tawonga Hall

No
Crossing needs to be moved north to make crossing safer for children at bus stop and to facilitate safer crossing to the hall in the event of an emergency, due to 
the hall now a "place of last resort" and for other community functions.

No The crossing should be back towards the Tawonga Hall
Yes

Yes

I support the current location, but would also be happy if the entrance to the park was moved to in front of the current Scout Hall, and the crossing was located 
there. I don't support moving the crossing away from the park (eg. near the mechanics or Tawonga Hall). I believe park visitors would just cross the road near the 
store anyway rather than walk down the highway, cross the road, and walk back again. It would be very impractical, especially when you've got a pram, toddler 
on a bike and a couple of dogs in tow (as I often do)!

Yes
Yes

No
I agree with the alternative plans for the crossing to be further along the KVH (nearer the garage) and the opening for the park to be moved there as well. I find 
the current entrance is sometimes congested and difficult to navigate with my dogs.

No
Yes
Yes

No
The proposal for the crossing at the store restricts the access for elderly people who have to park further away. The crossing would be better placed further north 
on the highway. This would create better access to the park and toilets. The existing park entrance could then be closed.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No Leave it how it is This crossing would cut off all the regularly used parking outside the shop
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No Move the proposed crossing away from the front of the store.  Takes up to many car parks right at the store
Yes
No Move the crossing away from in front of the store.  Proposed location takes away valuable parking for elderly and people carrying post etc

No
Mover the crossing further north, (cross from the scout hall area to the vacant block) Seems ridiculous to take away so many car parks in front of the store, 
especially when people are carrying post etc. For the people walking, they are already walking so a bit extra won't matter.

Yes
Yes
Yes
No Move the crossing north to link up to connect with the bus stop. Do not hinder  the parking access to the store.
TOTAL 130

Do you support the proposed location of the pump track, at the top of Pioneer Park, above the playground?
Response If not, what would you like to see changed in this part of the design?
Yes
No There is already enough bike related facilities around.
Yes Include shelter for those watching the children in the playground and suitable shade trees.
Yes But need sheltered seating nearby to supervise children using play areas and pump track
Yes
Yes
Yes Shade would be good.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes



Yes
Yes
Yes
No A carpark
Yes

Yes
Undecided about the pump track. I will not use it (too old) nor will my friends who live in Tawonga. However, there is a need for shelter and seating for 
grandparents especially. And parents if their grandchildren/children use the equipment. 

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes Need seating and shelter for carers
Yes Good location beside playground. Needs seating and shelter for carers.
Yes More shade and seating for parents to supervise
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes Pump track not essential 
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes An undercover seating area for parents/carers to observe and monitor their children while on the track 
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

It needs to cater for families from 2yo to adults and especially teens the playground is ideal for younger children but we need to cater for teenagers and parents it 
needs to be skateboard scooter and bike friendly but challenging enough for all do research. Queensland has some wonderful public pump tracks that family’s 
use regularly. 

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Although next to the exercise equipment might be a good alternative and actually encourage people to use these facilities which are otherwise maligned due to 
isolated location.

Yes
Yes



Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

The pump track will meet the needs of beginner riders, if Council agrees to a small track for under 8year old children only which in turn matches the current 
playground equipment status. It does not need to be larger - as it is drawn the (quiet) reflection seat will become a general seat for the public. Perhaps the stone 
seat could be moved further along to the rear of the houses to maintain a quiet space for war veterans and others. 

Yes
Yes
Yes

No Tokenism... 60m? There are plenty of better walks in the vicinity. Who is it for? If for aged it is too far from car park. Whole concept needs to be reconsidered.
Yes
Yes
Yes
No A pump track is not required in Tawonga, if it must be built then above the playground would be the most logical position.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes Trees would need to be added above the pump track to provide privacy to homes beyond the park. 

No
I do not support more structured activities. I like the park to be a place of contemplation for walking and sitting. I wonder if there has even been a survey of how 
many kids even use the current play ground or the adult circuit area?   

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
It will interfere with tranquility of Anzac memorial.  Cyclists, skateboarders etc will inappropriately use existing paths and seats as challenges.   Pump track should 
be located at southern end of park for easier access and safety of all park users.   Too much crowded into one area of park in current plans. 

No
The track will be too close to playground space, stone seat built as reflection place , proposed walkway and steep drop off to our shared fence and natural 
floodway. Huge safety issues in this crowded area of park. I support pump track but it should be located further south in the park.  

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
It would be better if it could occupy more of the space between Cooper St and the play space. There is a lot of unused area there and it could then be bigger and 
something worth using

Yes
Yes
Yes Perhaps just a little bit further from the playground.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
TOTAL 128

Do you support the proposed use of the Scout Hall site as open space?
Response If not, what would you like to see changed in this part of the design?
No Car parking and display of First Nations and pioneers
No Car parking would be good for this area.

No
The Hall needs to be demolished. Static display of local history including that of the original indigenous inhabitants. Also an historical walk identifying original 
places and buildings

Yes Open Space is great, but would like it also to include an historical information display
No Museum
No The site should be reserved for a public display showcasing the history of the Tawonga area
Yes For the time being.
No
No
No Would be good to honour First Nations as well as new site above toilet block
No The old scout hall area should be the site of a 'Tawonga Historic Museum'
No A historical display of items endemic to Tawonga, given it was a settlement prior to Mt Beauty and Tawonga South

No
The site/a site above the toilet block should be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area from the First Nations 
through to the move recent Settlers



Yes
No This building is an eyesore and needs to be removed
Yes
No Why open space?! There's open space everywhere you look in Tawonga! Give us the hall for a Museum!
Yes
Yes
Yes A historical sculpture park like the sculpture along the Murray River in Albury
No A historical area
Yes
No A MUSEUM to house the large items belonging to K.V. Historical Society
No Museum to show case history of Tawonga etc.
No
No Prefer building for Kiewa Valley History - re - museum
No Site reserved for public display of Tawonga history and museum.
No Prefer to have what we asked for and consultants recommended ie. historical display/museum
No Historical area
Yes
No Open museum
Yes
Yes

Not sure
Yes
Yes Used for car parking 
Yes
Yes
No Museum and historical display.
No I voted for a historical museum 
Yes
Yes

No
The site (and site above the toilet block) should be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area from the  First Nations 
through to the more recent settlers.

No
The site (and site above toilet block) should be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area from the First Nations 
through to the more recent settlers. 

Yes
No Use this space as a place to showcase some of the history of Tawonga - it was settled before Mt Beauty and as such has a story to tell.
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
The site (and site above the toilet block) should be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area from the First Nations 
through to the more recent settlers.

Yes I like the idea of showcasing local history in the area using interperative signage.
No It is part of the history of Tawonga
Yes

No
The site (and site above toilet block) should be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area from the First Nations 
through to the more recent settlers

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
I feel that some form of historical display showcasing Tawonga’s history from First Nations people to current day would be of great interest and benefit to locals 
and visitors. 

No A walk-through display of historic moments could lead throu the park, and the street, honouring both first nations and pioneer populations.
No

No Part of this site should be used to celebrate and showcase the history of Tawonga, beginning with the First Nations people and leading to the current inhabitants.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes A car park for maybe car clubs to do small events and the back drop is spectacular 
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No The site should be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area .
Yes
Yes

[Some families have been in the area for generatons] It is a history not told because there has never been a place to show it.Mt Beauty is not my history; it is not 
the history of the farming families of the district. 

Yes



No This should be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area. 
No It was to be a museum. It should  be a museum.

No
The site (and site above toilet block) should be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area from the First Nations 
through to the more recent settlers.

No
The site (and site above toilet block) should be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area from the First Nations 
through to the more recent settlers.

No Make use of the current building for a display (historical } perhaps.

No
The site (and site above toilet block) should  be reserved for a new public display facility showcasing the history of the Tawonga area from the First Nations 
through to the more recent settlers. 

No
I believe a museum, or site for public display which show-cases Tawonga's history - ie indigenous inhabitants, the early white settlers and farming of the area is 
important and relevant.

No

Council is totally ignoring the community's wishes to have a museum on the the scout hall site. Tawonga wants its history, not the history of the 1939 invasion by 
the SEC - Mt Beauty can keep that. A museum for Tawonga history can be accomodated by a series of small buildings highlighting various elements - milk truck 
and dairying and the Cooper dray and the bellows(et al) from Ben Coopers blacksmith shop.

No Reserved for further discussion
Yes
No Reserve for future plans 
Yes

No strong opinion. I do think the access ramp has too many corners and turns. Consider a longer straighter ramp going across the proposed open space finishing 
at the KVH closer to car park entrance/further north/better location for pedestrian crossing.

No A museum is a good idea
No It is Pioneer Park a tribute to Tawonga's pioneers would be more fitting
No A combination of open space area and car park.
No I am in support for a historical exhibit of Tawonga's heritage
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
What is "open space"? From the design it looks like the Scout Hall is being demolished. Does this mean it will become a grassy area/parkland? If so then yes this is 
a good idea. 

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No I thought that the community voted for a museum space. There is no space currently that shows the first nations history of the area.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No More pump track
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No I think the museum should go ahead and that’s the perfect spot
Yes
No A rural museum to honour our local heritage.
No Muesem sites to recognise the history of this area
Yes
Yes
No Would love to see a community building or tennis courts added as well
TOTAL 126 3 people did not leave a yes or no answer.

Do you support the proposed location and number of carparks?
Response If not, what would you like to see changed in this part of the design?
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes Works should be included in either Stage 1 or 2, rather than 3.
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No Car parking is inadequate when there is a function at the Hall.



Yes
Yes But see below
Yes
Yes
Yes Car parking needs to be a very early part of the whole development
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes But needs to be stage 1, not 3
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No Increased car parking 
Yes
Yes
Yes
No I'd love to squeeze more parking, and closer to the main road. 
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes I can see the value in making the carpark larger using some of the scout area green space? 
Yes
Yes Cycling and walking to be encouraged wherever possible
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes If l cant park at the hall then parking at the park is a good choice.
Yes
Yes
No 10 isnt many. Where are the car and caravans going to park?
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes



Yes

The number of parks may not be sufficient when there is an activity at the hall or park, but replacing the lost hall sites will reduce the build-up along the highway.  
Prior to COVID, school buses would regularly stop at the park on their way up to Bogong School Camp or Howman's Gap. If the creek/drain was to be piped, 
provision could be made for bus/caravan/long vehicles to park parallel to the north boundary. This would ease the pressure on parking at the store, especially as 
the bus travel is once again increasing.

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Car park needs to be larger, and closer to the Kiewa Valley Highway with direct access to the Hall and pathway. This would provide parking space for major 
community events in the hall and free up space along Kiewa Valley Highway and intersecting town streets.

Yes
Yes
Yes
No Location - correct  Number- insufficient
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No Still more pump track 
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No, No more traffic. Our quiet end of Tawonga is getting very noisy. There is much unused parking enough on the highway. And the park would service local 
people who would mostly walk to access the park.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
TOTAL 128

Would you like to provide any other feedback?
Open-Ended Response

A safer crossing is necessary to the store

Please move car parking to Stage 1. No garden beds, tacky and high maintenance. Shade trees, especially in strategic areas such as around the car park and even 
along parts. But, I repeat, NO garden beds.
See above comments

Replace the seat on the current track with a shelter and seating. On site parking should be ABP Stage 1 and not Stage 3

Shelter and seating by the pump track rather than a stand alone seat

Replace the seat near the proposed circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by supervising adults and those visiting the circuit track.  To stop cars 
using the current vacant land adjacent to the toilet block and the playground on occasions, the proposed new car park should be constructed as a feature of the 
ABP Stage 1 construction
Replace the stand along seat on the new circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by carers supervising youngsters using the playground and/or 
circuit track. On-site car parking should be in ABP Stage 1 and no Stage 3, delivered with the other Stage 1A improvements, focused on improved circulation and 
safety for pedestrians

Please do not restrict parking at the old Tawonga Store

I want the current parking spaces outside the store and post office left as is. Parking way up the road when visiting the PO is not an option (or in the future 
carpark). especially when picking up parcels or posting them. Fewer parking spots along the road would severely reduce access to the store, PO and cafe. The new 
entrance and vehicle access would direct toilets users away from, to roadside parking could only be beneficial! Don't forget seating with Shelter by the 
playground



Happy to see upgrades, but store accessibility is important to our community

It would be beneficial for parents and children to have a covered seating area nearer the playground and pump track

Sounds expensive. I object to the concrete steps, unsuitable for elderly. I hope you have a prominent place for the stone with the plaque that says PIONEER PARK 
donated by S + J Cooper and A Mull

Outside car parking should be ABP Stage 1
Outside car parking should be in ABP Stage 1, not Stage 3. Provide extra parking for hall redevelopment

So excited, but still waiting, waiting, waiting [for the pump track]. Start on the playground/basket ball area, there's no disagreement about that.
Listen to locals!

I would prefer the large sign on the southern approach to be at the start of the houses, and certainly before Ryders Lane. The town proper does not begin at the 
school    Does the drinking fountain include a tap for easy refilling of water bottles. That is essential given the number of cyclists that visit.
LISTEN TO THE COMMUNITY THAT LJVES IN THIS  BEAUTIFUL AREA AND DON'T JUST DO WHAT YOU THINM LOOKS GOOD.   WE DONT LIVE IN BRIGHT BECAUSE 
WE LIKE THE LAY BACK LIFE AND FEEL OF TAWONGA. DONT TURN IT INTO SUBURBIA!  PLEASE!!
No

Consider application to Vic Roads to reduce speed limit in Tawonga to 50kph inline with Tawonga Sth

I wouldn’t like to see a museum built at the park. 
I don’t support the idea of including a museum within the park.
Ratepayers should have more voting rights.  
I love the idea of the amphitheatre.
No thanks 

Adequate seating around the playground for parents and carers and acknowledgement of the traditional owners of the land, First Nations people
Replace the stand alone seat on the new circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by carers supervising youngsters using the playground and / or 
circuit track.  On site car parking should be in ABP Stage 1A not stage 3, delivered with the other Stage 1A improvements focused on improved circulation and 
safety for pedestrians.
Replace the stand-alone seat on the new circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by carers supervising youngsters using the playground and/or 
circuit track.   On-site car parking should be in ABP Stage 1A not Stage 3, delivered with the other Stage 1A improvements focused on improved circulation and 
safety for pedestrians. 

Construct the carparking area in Phase 1 of ABP to make it easier for park users when other stages are completed.  Provide a sheltered seating area near the 
proposed circuit track to allow those supervising the children some shelter from the natural climatic elements. This would also be utilised by those using the 
circuit track when having "a break".
Personally, Tawonga is such a lovely laid back little town, I just don't want to see it being developed into something it isn't!! The park ideas are fine, and it looks 
lovely at present. The scout hall will be nice to seen gone and something more presentable in its place. A museum still would be more fitting for this area with 
such a wealth of history, but open space is good if that's not to be. 

The Shire councillors and managers need to remember Tawonga is not a tourist town like Bright and Porepunkah and is different from Myrtleford which has 
other traffic alternatives.    Tawonga needs facilities that suit the residents of Tawonga , which also includes the agriculture industry ,which also financially 
supports the Alpine Shire. 
Replace the stand-alone seat on the new circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by carers supervising youngsters using the playground and/or 
circuit track.  On-site car parking should be in ABP Stage 1A not Stage 3, delivered with the other Stage 1A improvements focused on improved circulation and 
safety for pedestrians.  
My children are looking forward to using this space very much.
Listen more to the locals.  Could do with more facilities and walking tracks. Perhaps spend more in the Kiewa Vally not always in Bright.

Shade trees are excellent features and provide great places to hang out.  Garden beds (especially with native plants) help attract birds and make places beautiful.
Replace the stand-alone seat on the new circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by carers supervising youngsters using the playground and/or 
circuit track.  On-site car parking should be in ABP Stage 1A not Stage 3, delivered with the other Stage 1A improvements focused on improved circulation and 
safety for pedestrians

Improvement of footpath on cooper st and along to the general store/park entrance on kiewa valley highway on the southern side
More shade tress would be great. Especially along the Hwy and at the pedestrian crossing especially on the park side. Shade trees would improve pedestrian 
comfort and look great.  Wider stairs leading up to plaza area would improve visibility of the amenities and make the park more welcoming visually from the 
Kiewa Valley Highway side. Nice wide stairs also give you some where to sit and eat your icecreams in summer :).  Consider using some of the grassed areas (such 
as where the scout Hall currently is) for an indigenous/native garden referencing local indigenous places and plants. This would create shade and interest in a 
fairly bare part of the park.
Pioneer park footpath to Cooper St needs to be better / regularly maintained.
I am concerned whether the car spaces are wide enough and that there is enough room for cars to turn and leave the parking area. Additional car parking would 
be beneficial for this community area off Cooper street.

As the proposed pump track will be designed to cater for young children, a sheltered supervision seating area will be essential during summer and beneficial at all 
times.   The parking area should be included as a priority in stage 1 as on street parking is being significantly reduced. 



Plenty of sun-safe seating is warranted for supervising family members, picnic groups and anyone simply resting during a stroll. 

Include a shelter with seating near the new circuit track so parents can keep a close eye on their children in the playground.   On site parking should be prioritised 
and constructed in stage 1A.  W2 Non-Coloured in-situ plain concrete amphitheatre terracing (seat height) 600mm width to have wooden seating added 
otherwise it will be too hot or cold to sit on. Timber surfacing is far more comfortable than concrete.

I use the park and shop every few days. We love the plans and think crossing will make the commute from the estate and park much much safer. It is currently a 
very unsafe place to cross the road, both with children or prams, and also for anyone who moves slower or has additional needs. Thank for putting these plans 
together with so much thought.   Kind regards
It all looks great!
Use the whole space and don’t forget the teens and parents to have a memorial pool ark needs the families to use it to make it work . 

Footpath on Charles st should be on other side of road to what is on plans. A continuation of what’s already there.

The current proposal from council will best suit the community of Tawonga. The Scout Hall is a danger & needs to be demolished. Another museum would be 
over kill when it could be consolidated into the Mount Beauty museum - if its necessary at all. Local landholders who want their history to be displayed could 
always offer up parcels of their own land to display the items if they so wish ?

Great plans, glad to see the kerb outstands back in the design. Consider reducing the curve radii on the south side of the Cooper St intersection and create a safer 
crossing for people heading along the Highway north from the primary school. Also reconsider whether a pedestrian path could be built next to back of kerb from 
cooper st north to the park, on the west side of the Highway. I know there are constraints but I believe a ~900mm wide path could fit and it would be heaps 
better than nothing. 

Replace the stand alone seat on the new circuit track with a shelter and seating. On site car parking should be in ABP Stage 1a not stage 3 delivered with the other 
Stage1a improvements focused on improved circulation and safety for pedestrians.

Replace the stand alone seat on new circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by carers supervising youngsters. On-site car parking should be a 
priority and delivered with stage 1A not 3 to improve circulation and safety for pedestrians.
Dont plant trees along the highway. Its too hard seeing the traffic when backing out
Replace the stand-alone seat on the new circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by carers supervising youngsters using the playground and/or 
circuit track.  On-site car parking should be in ABP Stage 1A not Stage 3, delivered with the other Stage 1A improvements focused on improved circulation and 
safety for pedestrians
Replace the stand-alone seat on the new circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by carers supervising youngsters using the playground and/or 
circuit track.  On-site car parking should be in ABP Stage 1A not Stage 3, delivered with the other Stage 1A improvements focused on improved circulation and 
safety for pedestrians
No.6 Should be in conjunction with Stage 1a not 3.
Replace the stand alone seat on the new circuit track with a shelter and seating that can be used by carers supervising  youngsters using the playground and/or 
circuit track.   On-site car parking should be in ABP Stage 1A not Stage 3, delivered with the other Stage1A improvements focused on improved circulation and 
safety for pedestrians. 
*Shelter required at proposed Pump track  

It is exceedingly disappointing that Council accepts carte blanche mdg's suggestions to the consternation of Tawonga, Harrietville and even way back to 
Porepunkah communities' wishes. Tawonga does not need a second shelter jammed in between the current shelter and the toilet block, BUT it does need a 
second shelter near the playground/pump track. Parents, grandparents and carers need somewhere to sit out of the weather whilst supervising children 
(specifically requested by the 3yo playgroup mothers and mothers of older children) but obviously not seen as important by mdg or Council.  The issue of 
constantly wanting a green southern boundary highlights the lack of knowledge about vegetation in the district. There has always been problems with Privet, Ivy 
Blackberries, weeds etc along this boundary invading the tennis courts and will always continue to be, so if the boundary was made a solid wall for the length of 
the tennis court area (piazza area) only, ball sports could be played and Council will not have to continually (forever) manage the weed problem.  

You have gone above and beyond seeking consultation.

yes..apart from design changes (retrofit?) Toilets should be Unisex & Disabled with at least one hot & cold, solar shower/s. Useful when hall is used as evacuation 
centre, campers and when there are events. Only public, hot showers in the area are at Falls Creek and at Mountain Bike Park in Mount Beauty.  Rebound wall- 
Has thought been given to the orientation of the wall? What is to stop a ball rebounding and ending up on the Kiewa Valley Highway?
Do like the pedestrian islands at Cooper street. Would be great to have a footpath on the western side of the KVH. 

The road narrowing at the pedestrian crossing needs to be scrapped for the safety of the pedestrians and road users. Construct the crossing as wide as possible 
for improved safety, to similar dimensions as the school crossing.

Very happy with the current design and just want to thank Council for their thorough engagement process to get to this point. 
Great work.   Looking forward to it

I think there should be consideration to the changing population of Tawonga. At the moment I think there might be many early primary  people but there will be 
a time soon when they are teenagers and will have different needs. I think a space like this has to be created for the longer term. 



Well done on getting to this stage! The designated off road parking in proximity to the park, the crossing leading into the park entrance will contribute to 
increased pedestrian safety and improved access and egress for the wider demographic.   

The seating at the new circuit track is insufficient and not suitable for all weather. A shelter and more seating is needed for those supervising children at the track. 

In all meetings over 3 years residents have expressed desire to retain views and open spaces in the park. There has been consensus on this. The placement of a 
large and ugly pine tree in the middle of the park is totally inappropriate. This species sheds large amounts of pollen in spring. It is listed as unsuitable in fire 
prone areas. It is listed as an invasive species in various parts of Australia. 
The playground design is very exciting.   Safety issues are a priority, the space for pump track should be reviewed. Lighting for bridge at night also . Many people 
walk through the park at night. Looking forward to the development. Thankyou for the opportunity to comment.

I just want to say thank you for listening to the WHOLE community. This has been a difficult process for everyone and we are really grateful that you persisted 
and that the overall community voice has been heard. Love the plans, it’s going to be amazing! Thank you so much for making the effort to make crossing the 
road in Tawonga safer for all as well. These plans are just brilliant and we are very excited!
Could the pump track be made of concrete =)

Congratulations on the professional approach taken in consultation with consideration of community needs holistically. This is commendable, particularly in the 
face of a vocal minority group erroneously claiming to represent our diverse community as a whole. The plans are well-considered, especially the safe and well-
located road crossing for my, and many other young families, and the modern design aspects which are representative of our changing community demographic. 
Well done and I look forward to the plans being well supported and accepted, funding approved and work commencing. Cheers!
We don't need a museum in Tawonga!!!

My ideal park for families would include a water playground, something to use on a hot day to cool down. Some flower or rose gardens be would be nice too.

I dont like our town getting too built up an modern. It is loosing all its country town charm

Trees. With climate change our summers are projected to become longer and hotter.  I understand the feedback about maintaining open space and vies, however 
we also need trees to be big enough to provide useful shade. The two areas where I believe these are critically important are:  1. within and around the 
playground, to maximise the time these can be comfortable, usable outdoor community spaces  2. along footpaths and roadsides, to enable and encourage 
walking and cycling even in the hotter months.  I am very disappointed and concerned that many of the proposed trees, eg the dogwoods, are very slow growing 
and even when fully grown will not be big enough to provide useful shade. The dogwood trees along the highway up the hill from the second estate in Tawonga 
South are a perfect example - they are very pretty when they are in flower but they provide no shade at all to users of the footpath/cycle path.

With the changing climate likely to have more heatwaves I’d like to see still more really big shade trees to play and picnic under. 
Dogwoods on my nature strip are not an appropriate choice because it’s less than 1m wide. The tree grows to 4m wide so it will block both street parking and the 
footpath (which is heavily used) when established.   Also, council don’t maintain that nature strip, I do so unless you’re going to come and mow and edge it every 
4th day I would suggest leaving it as is. Otherwise the plans look good well done. 
Out of town residents drive to the shop and need the car parks right there, not down the road because of the proposed crossing

Tawonga store is a rural store where so many people drive there to do business, please don't take away the car parks required just to put a crossing in
Have the road crossing else where instead of in front of the store, we go in and out with post, plus many other users including elderly don't need to be walking 
further.  There are plenty of other locations to the north to out it.

Please make sure the Tawonga township sign has a capital T and clear font to read. 

I love the new park design and the use of natural elements and native plants. It’s great that it includes a basketball court and pump track but for 2.5 million 
dollars I think more community facilities need to be included. It’s a lot of money to spend on a park which is already pretty lovely. 


